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Abstract

The paper reports on the current status of a system for creating dictionaries within the CLaDA-BG infrastructure. The system is called CLaDA-BG-Dict. At the heart of the system lies the lexical thesaurus BTB-Wordnet around which all other language resources for Bulgarian are organized. These are various types of dictionaries (morphological, explanatory, terminological, etc.), ontologies (such as DBpedia), corpora (in-house and external). The specific features and functionalities of the system are discussed with respect to the language resource integrity. Also, the rationale behind the construction of such a system are given together with an outline of its utility for a number of NLP tasks and for various types of users. The ideas presented as well as the system itself are scalable to integrating resources also for other languages.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present the main principles and perspectives behind the CLaDA-BG Dictionary Creation System — CLaDA-BG-Dict. The ultimate goal of its implementation is to support the compilation of new dictionaries by individuals or collaborators with respect to a certain task and through the usage of all the available resources within the Bulgarian National Interdisciplinary Research e-Infrastructure for Resources and Technologies in favor of the Bulgarian Language and Cultural Heritage, part of the EU infrastructures CLARIN and DARIAH — CLaDA-BG.

We aim to provide a system that supports the whole cycle of creating various types of dictionaries. At the heart of this system lies the Bulgarian BulTreeBank WordNet (BTB-WN) — (Osenova and Simov, 2018). It has been developed as an aggregator of semantic knowledge around which other dictionaries and sources of information (including grammatical, encyclopedic, etc.) have been organized in the form of a(n) (inter)linked knowledge network.

The motivation for the development of the CLaDA-BG-Dict refers to the need for: better control on the consistency in the creation of lexical language resources; user friendly and communicative collaborative environment; better connections among the available resources. Also in the light of open data we expect that there will be more lexicographical data available for reuse in future. This would facilitate the rapid creation of specialised lexicons as well as their publishing and focused usage.

The incentive for the design and implementation of CLaDA-BG-Dict system was the development of BTB-WN. On the one hand, we were aware that there already exist software systems for the creation of other wordnets such as BulNet, GermaNet and Polish Wordnet (plWordNet). However, these systems inevitably reflect the approaches of the creators of these wordnets and thus, they do not support all the functions, needed for the work on BTB-WN. These are: extension of lexical entries structure; mapping to other resources (inflectional lexicons, explanatory dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries, Wikipedia pages, etc.); concordance for selection of examples; ticketing system for identifying and handling errors of various types and history of changes. On the other hand, the workflow on a contemporary wordnet requires
the addition of linguistic information beyond synsets, lemmas, definitions and relations. Such information includes: links to grammatical paradigms, word valencies, links to Wikipedia, mappings to other wordnets, appropriate examples, etc.

For all the reasons presented above, in this paper we present our customized solution for a resource integrating tool. The idea and implementation are scalable also to resources in other languages.

The structure of the paper is as follows: the next section provides a focused review of related works. Section 3 discusses the specifics and functionalities of CLaDA-BG-Dict system. Section 4 outlines the language resources that support dictionary creation. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents plans for future work.

2 Related Work

In our work we follow the approaches described in two existing wordnet editing systems — (Henrich and Hinrichs, 2010) and (Naskret et al., 2018). Similarly to Henrich and Hinrichs (2010) we needed to switch from a tool that supported only local editing where synsets were considered within a very limited context to a tool that supports editing of the wordnet data within a larger context. Comparably to both systems we switched from a file oriented presentation of data to a centralized database used via web to support simultaneous work of a team of experts. The most important benefit of this switch is that each member of the working team started to observe the changes made in content and structure at the time they had been made. In addition, the user of the system has the possibility to consult the resources in the database in any moment when this is necessary. Thus, the users have at their disposal a global view over the wordnet. As a consequence, when editing, they might take into account all the data in a connected way instead of partial or isolated views.

Here the following question might arise: Why to develop yet another system when there are already so many out there? We decided to implement our own system because in addition to developing our wordnet, we wanted to support and connect all the language resources we already had incorporated within it. These are: a spelling and grammar dictionary, an explanatory dictionary, bilingual dictionaries, related corpora for providing adequate examples that register various characteristics of the respective meaning. For us the mapping between the existing language resources is set as an important goal. Thus, we wanted to support such mappings as early in the process of the wordnet creation as possible.

Our aim is to extend the current system further towards a full-fledged dictionary writing system. It is envisaged to provide the necessary environment and services for the compilation of ad hoc and task-oriented dictionaries through the access to all the language data – starting from the existing dictionaries, corpora, encyclopedic knowledge, and others.

We are aware that many efforts have already been invested in dictionary creation systems from various points of view: formats and standards; approaches in the representation of the linguistic knowledge; implementation strategies, etc. Here we mention only some of the related work. One of the most influential ongoing frameworks is ELEXIS². After having performed an in-depth survey on the needs of lexicographers³ — (Kallas et al., 2019), the team behind ELEXIS (p. 62) envisaged ‘two complementary sets of tools will be provided: lexicographic workflow tools and crowdsourcing and gamification tools. The first will include a user friendly open-source online dictionary writing system, with the aim to provide the central dictionary writing platform for new lexicography which also includes new possibilities of online collaboration. The other will provide tools for new techniques of dictionary creation, such as explicit or implicit crowdsourcing (gamification).’ There are two tools for dictionary creation provided by ELEXIS – OneClick Dictionary⁴ and Lexonomy⁵ — (Měchura, 2017). The OneClick Dictionary is a dictionary drafting module, a feature of Sketch Engine⁶ which produces a machine generated dictionary draft that is later edited by lexicographers in the Lexonomy module. Functionalities such as wordlists,
corpora, concordance, thesauri, etc. are also integrated in the tools. Similarly to the CLaDA-BG-Dict system, these tools are applicable also for the tasks of creating glossaries and domain-specific wordlists and dictionaries. Unfortunately, when we started the implementation of CLaDA-BG-Dict system, these tools were not available for a public use. Thus, we plan to customize and adapt them to our framework as much as possible in our future work.

Our current system supports Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) formats but not in its full capacity. LMF files can be uploaded, edited and then saved outside the system. However, not everything from LMF is supported. There is no converter from the internal files into Lemon Standard and back. At this point we rely only on the LMF-based converters. It should be noted once again that we aim to facilitate the work not only of the professional lexicographers but also of any other researcher groups and common users. Thus, we imagine helping teachers to compile a dictionary of minimum words/senses, etc. for their class; or a student to construct incrementally a learner lexicon of Bulgarian related to a language that they know, etc. Within DARIAH-ERIC a standard for representation of dictionaries has been developed — TEI-Lex0. This standard is supported also by ELEXIS. Since it has already been established as a best practice, we plan to use it as well. At the moment we support only the minimum to exchange data in BTB-WN whereas the complete set of import and export formats needs to be implemented. The main focus in implementing the system was put initially on the availability and integration of the resources. Thus, our efforts on ensuring adequate exchanging formats and adherence to the common standards come next.

Last but not least, one of the CLARIN-ERIC Resource Families are Lexica. They are 89 and most of them are monolingual. They are of various types – inflectional, morphological, valency, multiword, stopwords, sentiment, etc. Thus, they are a good source for insights in adding more types of resources and more types of analyses into the system.

3 System Specifics and Functionalities

Initially, CLaDA-BG-Dict was designed and implemented to support the verification and extension of BTB-WN. The motivation for this was that the existing version of BTB-WN was initiated in an XML format within the CLaRK System — (Simov et al., 2001). The XML format used during the creation of earlier versions of BTB-WN was not a standard one. It was designed to facilitate the editing of lexical entries for each synset. Also this XML format had to reflect the incorporation of non-standardised data such as links to Open English Wordnet (OEW), Bulgarian Wikipedia, and others. However, the creation of BTB-WN in this way revealed some shortcomings. As mentioned above, the main problem with working in CLaRK System was that the users had only a local view over the existing Bulgarian synsets because the data with BTB-WN were stored in several XML files, and searches had to be performed within each of them (or in some of them). For instance, it was not easy to observe all the synsets in which a given lemma participates, because they could be in different XML files. Thus, one of the main design solutions was to support the mapping to the OEW with the idea to enhance the multilingual applications and the transfer of information from OEW to BTB-WN. In addition, we needed some system support for the better integration of BTB-WN with other language and knowledge resources for Bulgarian.

The system is a client-server web-based editor using a thick client model. The thick client is installed on the user computer (desktop or laptop). The thick client as a user interface to the system provides a better flexibility with respect to implementing the necessary functionality. It especially facilitates the way to compose several actions during the creation and editing of new synsets, assigning shortcuts and others.

3.1 Initial Acquaintance with the System

The database is installed on a server and it is accessed online via the web. A relational database is used for storing the data. Two people are not allowed to work on the same synset at the same time. They can
work subsequently on the same synset or simultaneously on different synsets. Also, the system stores in a log file the following information: each editing step, the name of the person who edited, and at what time the edit was done. In this way we might track back states of data and repair errors if necessary. The system reflects our approach towards the next wordnet developments as well as towards the integration of various language resources within any dictionary compilations. This approach reflects the lexicon-grammar interface in a better way. In Fig. 1 a screenshot is presented, which shows a search over lemmas starting with “ка” — this search string is not a word in Bulgarian and only serves as a query which selects a range of lemmas within BTB-WN starting with it. The search string and the result from the search are displayed within the left element of the window in the figure, named Lemma list. This part of the window is separated in three parts. The upper part supports searches in the database. Searches can be performed by several criteria: by string, by POS or category, by relations or by the type of the ticket that was assigned to a synset. The list of results from the search is presented in the bottom part of the left element of the window. Each row in this table contains a lemma and the POS of the lemma. It gives information whether there is an equivalent synset in OEW, the number of tickets it has, etc. The search with the string “ка” returns more than 140 lemmas, among which “къща” kashta (‘house’). The middle part contains icons for the possible operations over lemmas in the list like - sorting, statistics and opening of a selected lemma within an editor form.

Thus, when the lemma къща is selected (as in the figure) and the editor form is opened (displayed on the right side of the window), it can be seen that there are three meanings (synsets) with the categories noun.artifact, noun.location, and noun.group which contain this lemma. The editor form is related to a given lemma (marked in the left upper corner — Lemma: къща). In this way the system allows for the simultaneous opening of several editor forms. These might be used to support the comparison of different synsets for different lemmas. Also they might facilitate the creation of relations between various synsets.

Each editor form consists of three areas: Synset area, located at the top part of the form, Lemma area, located in the middle part of the form, and Miscellaneous area at the bottom of the form. The Synset area contains information for the synsets that include the lemma related to the editor form. The information of a given synset includes: the category of the synset; the definition; the order of synsets for the lemma, the
internal ID of the synset (unique and unchangeable within the database), the locking information, and the BTB-WN ID of the synset. Next to the table are the operations that can be performed over a given synset. These include: editing of the definition (if not locked), export of the synset in a textual form, reordering of the synsets of a lemma (see below), creation of a new synset, deletion of a synset, manipulation of relations. The **Lemma area** consists also of two elements – a table and a tool pane. In the table a list of lemmas in the synset is presented. Each lemma is associated with some examples for the given synset, its paradigm and internal ID. The lemmas in the same synset are ordered with respect to how well they represent the meaning of the synset. The lemma tools include manipulation of examples, editing of lemmas, editing of the paradigms, and ordering of the lemmas. The **Miscellaneous area** consists of several tabs presenting different parts of information like relations for the synset, hierarchy of synsets, information from associated machine readable dictionaries, tickets, and temporal notes on some information in the synsets. In the above figure – in the Miscellaneous area – a graphic representation of a hierarchy of a noun is given and also the mapping to the English synsets. The graphic of relations shows the hierarchy of the first synset – noun. artifact. It is a hyponym of building, construction, artefact, and on the highest level – of physical entity and entity.

Regarding the BTB-WN, the system provides information about a selected lemma: its meanings (synsets) and associated examples; its internal relations as well as the mappings to the OEW; it also provides the ratio among the used relations. In case of equivalent synsets between BTB-WN and OEW, the Bulgarian synset inherits all the relations from the English synsets. In cases when these equivalent synsets have also corresponding hypernyms or hyponyms, the inherited relations enrich them as well.11 After the relations have been inherited, the users have the possibility to change them — delete some of them when not applicable or add new ones. The system also supports definitions of new relations and some (limited) inference with reverse and transitive operations. In addition, domain and range restrictions are taken into account.

The system is equipped with a ticket module. Thus, the workflow is organized in a more structured way with respect to the various expertise and responsibilities. Lemmas can be marked in a certain way that

---

11Given that this transfer of relations is correct for the concepts represented by the synsets.
calls for the intervention of a more experienced user. Thus, a user could assign a ticket to a lemma in case of identification of some error, or suggest an edit of a particular synset. Each ticket contains two parts: a textual description of the problem, and a related topic (subject). There is a list of predefined topics for the tickets, created with respect to the workflow on BTB-WN, but other types might be added whenever needed. The list of current ticket subjects includes: Edit synset, Missing sense, Wrong hypernym, Part of speech, General remark, Wrong equivalent, Discussion, Missing relation, and Link to Wikipedia. In Fig. 2 an example is given. In this case the ticket relates to some missing senses for the selected lemma and provides suggestions for these senses. A more experienced user checks all the lemmas with such ticket subjects and approves the existing suggestions or adds the appropriate senses. The system allows for the users to search for lemmas with certain types of tickets. A result from such a search is given in left part of the figure. The search is for all lemmas that are marked with the subject for missing senses. The Link to Wikipedia subject is currently used for adding a Wikipedia link to the corresponding lemma in one of its senses. The tickets might be commented by other users (depending on their editing rights), then resolved and deleted. Information is also available about the author of the ticket, the date and the time when it was created, commented or deleted, who and when processed it.

Lemmas and synsets within the wordnets are in many-to-many relations which means that a lemma could belong to several synsets whereas a given synset could have more than one lemma. In both cases the lemmas and the synsets are not equal in their usages. Thus it is important to rank them with respect to their relevance. Currently, we rely only on the users’ intuition for this step. Thus we aim at some initial lemma ordering for each synset with more than one lemma. In some cases the ordering is performed automatically. Such cases include, for example, the synsets for professions where the masculine form precedes the feminine one. Also in case of verbal synsets with imperfective and perfective aspect lemmas, the imperfective one comes first. The user interfaces for the ranking are given in Fig. 3. On the left side, the dialog for the arrangement of synsets is given. The user has a granted access to the categories and definitions of each synset. Thus, they can make an informed decision about the ranking. On the right, a similar dialog is presented where the user can check the synsets whose lemmas need to be ordered. In both cases the user could modify the ranking values. These rankings are used in different applications as Word Sense Disambiguation, selection of appropriate lemmas in text generation, etc. Needless to say, the manual ranking is subjective and thus not reliable enough, so in future more information about relations between lemmas and senses will be added to BTB-WN.

Our system provides more functionalities than the ones, introduced above. One of them is the access to corpora and machine readable dictionaries. It will be discussed in more detail in the next section. The remaining functionalities solve some smaller tasks like shortcuts assignments, procedures for automatic relation addition and similar.

### 3.2 Integration of Corpora and Other Dictionaries

In this section two of the main sources of information used by the lexicographers in their work — corpora and dictionaries — are discussed with respect to their integration within the CLaDA-BG-Dict System. The corpora are mainly used for searching examples for the various lemma senses and for finding new or missing senses. The dictionaries are valuable sources of different kinds of lexical knowledge.

The system allows for searching and adding example sentences directly (see Fig. 4). Users can provide any corpora relevant to their work. When selecting an example, the user can pin it to the corresponding

---

**Figure 3: Arranging synsets in CLaDA-BG-Dict.**

Our system provides more functionalities than the ones, introduced above. One of them is the access to corpora and machine readable dictionaries. It will be discussed in more detail in the next section. The remaining functionalities solve some smaller tasks like shortcuts assignments, procedures for automatic relation addition and similar.

### 3.2 Integration of Corpora and Other Dictionaries

In this section two of the main sources of information used by the lexicographers in their work — corpora and dictionaries — are discussed with respect to their integration within the CLaDA-BG-Dict System. The corpora are mainly used for searching examples for the various lemma senses and for finding new or missing senses. The dictionaries are valuable sources of different kinds of lexical knowledge.

The system allows for searching and adding example sentences directly (see Fig. 4). Users can provide any corpora relevant to their work. When selecting an example, the user can pin it to the corresponding
synset and lemma while the source of the example is copied automatically. The search could be performed by lemmas or strings. In future, the search engine will support also regular expressions. The system suggests that sentences are included as examples, but if the users decide otherwise, they can include also bigger contexts from source texts. The latter is especially important for the selection of examples that do not allow ambiguous interpretations. The assignment of examples to lemmas and synsets resembles the process of text annotation with senses from BTB-WN. For that reason, there are two special cases of corpora in the system that were already assigned to lemmas and synsets: the set of definitions and the set of examples. The user has the possibility to search in them and in this way to annotate all the words within definitions and examples. The intended usage of this option is the creation of corpora annotated with senses from BTB-WN, similarly to SEMCOR (Miller et al., 1993) and Gloss corpus (Rademaker et al., 2019). In addition to being used as sources for assigning examples to the existing synsets, the corpora are extensively used also for detecting new senses that are neither in the current version of BTB-WN, nor in the dictionaries. Currently we can only rely on the sorting functionality of the concordance with respect to the found items and their contexts. After having been sorted, the examples are checked one by one. In future we plan to use similarity measures over the context in order to cluster the concordance lines.

In addition to corpora we consider the access to existing machine readable dictionaries within the CLaDA-BG-Dict System as an important resource to be consulted during the creation of BTB-WN. The system provides access to four electronic dictionaries which are aligned through the lemmas they share. When an entry contains information about several lemmas, it is aligned to the other dictionaries through each of these lemmas. In this way the information for a given lemma is accessible through each of the lemmas in any of these dictionaries. Thus, users could observe all the information coming from the various dictionaries simultaneously. The four dictionaries integrated and actively used in the CLaDA-BG-Dict include: one explanatory dictionary — (Popov, 1994), one inflectional dictionary of Bulgarian — (Popov et al., 1998), (Popov et al., 2003), and two Bulgarian-to-English dictionaries — one freely available on the web and one based on our own Bulgarian vocabulary for bilingual dictionaries. The bilingual dictionaries are particularly useful for the selection of appropriate English equivalents from the EOW as well as for providing information about the number of senses for a given lemma. The
explanatory dictionary includes also information about idioms with the selected lemma, so they can be used as a source for creating synsets with multiword expressions. A problem which occurs during the integration of the various dictionaries is that there could be discrepancies among them of various kinds. For example, the dictionaries in the system provide as a rule different number of senses for a lemma. The reasons for this could be many but some of them are: some dictionaries include also archaic and dialectal senses and/or tend to distinguish among very similar senses, while others are more general and present only contemporary and/or gross-level senses. In addition, dictionaries are published at different times, so they show the senses typical for two or more different periods. Such contradictions between dictionaries are normal and should be expected, since all of them could follow different approaches and goals. An example of this issue from BTB-WN is the case with the noun че́та: its most frequent sense found in all dictionaries is a group of rebellions in liberation struggles, but one of the integrated in the CLaDA-BG-Dict system dictionaries includes also an archaic sense a group for common work and a rare metaphorical meaning gymnastics or other sport group. The newer and more general dictionary in the system presents only the first most frequent sense nowadays. In such case, the lexicographers should follow the corresponding guidelines for the selection of senses.

Another challenge is related to the orthography – as mentioned above, the incorporated dictionaries in CLaDA-BG-Dict are published at different periods, so some them are not complying to the current orthographic rules. At the same time, they all contain valuable information for senses, morphology, etc. and they are worth to be considered. The problem which however comes is that some lemmas would be flagged as not present in BTB-WN just because they are written differently.

The access to the dictionaries is provided in two ways. The first one is from the editor form. In Fig. 5 information about the lemma къща in two explanatory dictionaries (which also provide idioms with the given lemma) is observed. The search is by the lemma associated to the editor form. The information from the dictionaries is presented in a tab from the Miscellaneous area. Such a look up in dictionaries is very convenient for quick checks of the various definitions, examples, English corresponding lemmas during the editing of existing synsets in BTB-WN. The second mechanism for a look up is independent from the editor form. There is an option for each dictionary to be opened in its own form, or another option when all dictionaries are opened in one form. The availability of these independent forms allows for searches for arbitrary lemmas, related lemmas, etc. A useful mechanism for access to the dictionaries is through the so-called Wordlist form. In this form a list of lemmas provided by the user is opened. The lemmas are checked whether there are already synsets related to them in the BTB-WN. If not, the search is done by pointing to a lemma in the Wordlist form and using a search shortcut which copies the lemma
to the dictionary form to perform the search.

In Fig. 6 the two forms — All dictionary and Wordlist, are represented. The search in both forms is through regular expressions. In Wordlist we see all the words matching the search query. Selecting a lemma from the list and searching in dictionaries form would provide information from all lexicons.

With relying on different Wordlists, the users could examine some sets of lemmas in BTB-WN selected by certain criteria. In our work we consider several such sets like vocabularies corresponding to Bulgarian learners’ levels like A1-A2, B1-B2, C; vocabulary for secondary school students, etc.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

As it was frequently stressed above, we aim to provide a system where the user will be able to exploit all the available dictionaries, corpora and services. At the same time (s)he will have the possibility to not only statically consult other dictionaries but also to search within corpora, make concordances, establish mappings, save and make publicly available the results of their work.

In our view the necessary minimum of functionalities of such a system would include: an editor of lexical entries that supports different structures of interrelated elements; access points to existing dictionaries and corpora; various types of searches and concordances, etc. BTB-WN has been fully developed in this system and serves as a connector to other dictionaries and corpora through its synset and lemma information.

In addition to uploading and making accessible new dictionaries, the system also supports mappings to Wikipedia via the inclusion of Wikipedia article URIs to the corresponding synsets. For now this operation works for equivalent concepts only, but more elaborated set of relations are necessary.\textsuperscript{12}

Each of the included language resources inherits its structure defined in some standard (with some modification if necessary). For example, for a given lexicon included in the system the structure of the lexical entry will be presented in TEI Lex\textsuperscript{0}\textsuperscript{13}. Some other lexicon might be presented in Lemon or LMF. Thus, the user will be able to refer to the structure of the various lexicons, to extract parts from

\textsuperscript{12}We plan to adopt an already existing schema like SKOS, LEMON, etc.

\textsuperscript{13}https://dariah-eric.github.io/lexicalresources/pages/TEILex0/TEILex0.html
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the lexicon entries, to combine elements from different types of lexicons. This will allow easy ways of reusing the available data. Another benefit of the system is that it can keep track on the provenance of the work threads. Currently the system keeps information about each editing operation, but we think more elaborate model is necessary.

When the new dictionary (lexicon) is shared within the system together with the relations to other resources, the result will be a valuable resource not only for supporting the future dictionary creation, but also for automatic processing.

CLaDA-BG-Dict is an editor, which could be used for both tasks – creating lexical databases like wordnets and ccompiling traditional types of dictionaries. But what is more – it provides possibilities of linking the available data in many ways depending on the goal. CLaDA-BG-Dict has already been successfully used for editing of more than 19 000 synsets that were created at earlier stages in an XML format, and for the addition of around 14 000 synsets together with appropriate examples. It thus provides quick access to various types of linguistic resources and information – dictionaries, corpora, concordance, etc. The resources are accessible in the system, so any kind of checks could be performed by the user in the same environment.

Our vision for future is to enhance replicability and re-usage of dictionary compilation for specific purposes as much as possible. In this way we believe that the work of dictionary creators and dictionary users will be facilitated and enriched.

Last but not least, in its beta-version now the system uses its own format for uploading corpora and other digitally-born or digitized dictionaries. However, it is planned that the system conforms to the common standards such as TEI, TEI LEX0, Lemon, etc. All the participating resources will be made available through the CLaDA-BG repository and dedicated web services.
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